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Role of the tensor force in nuclear matter saturation
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In the fraamework of a relativistic Dirac-Brueckner analysis the pion contribution to the ground state energy
of nuclear matter is studied using pseudovector coupling. Evidence is presented that the role of the tensor force
in the saturation mechanism is substantially reduced compared to its dominant role in a usual nonrelativistic
treatment. The reduction of the pion contribution in nuclear matter is due to many-body effects present in a
relativistic treatment. In particular, we show that the damping of the one-pion-exchange potential is actually
due to the decrease ofM* /M with increasing density.@S0556-2813~98!05310-2#

PACS number~s!: 21.65.1f, 21.30.Fe, 21.45.1v, 24.10.Jv
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The basic understanding of the saturation mechanism
nuclear matter has been the subject of numerous inves
tions. More than four decades ago it was pointed out tha
the absence of the tensor component in the nuclear force
saturation properties of normal nuclear matter cannot be
derstood@1#. In particular, saturation then occurs at a dens
one order of magnitude or more higher than the empir
saturation densityr0 of normal nuclear matter, withr0
50.17 fm23. The effect of the pion, being given essentia
by the second-order one-pion-exchange potential~OPEP!
contribution, is attractive and large at low density. Pa
blocking reduces the attraction as density increases. In a
relativistic description of the nuclear many-body system t
mechanism leads to saturation of nuclear matter at a den
well in correspondence with the empirical data.1 The tensor
force also plays a dominant role in the formation of the d
teron in a nonrelativistic framework. Thus for the deutero

^DuVtotaluD&.2^3D1uVtensoru3S1&;222 MeV,

while the kinetic energy is;20 MeV, adding up to a bind-
ing energy of ;22 MeV. In a nonrelativistic Bethe-
Brueckner calculation of nuclear matter one finds typica
@2#

^NMuVpuNM&nonrelativistic5Vp
~0!~r/r0!b

;234~r/r0!0.45 MeV. ~1!

The exponent of the densityr is markedly less than the
nominally expected value of 1 because of Pauli blocking

The values ofVp
(0) andb in Eq. ~1! are particular to the

Bonn C potential used in the calculation. Another reasona
NN potential may give noticeably different values. What
important is the relationship between the two quantitiesVp

(0)

andb and not their individual values. In a simplified view o

1The role of the tensor force mediated by a ‘‘tensor’’ coupledr
meson is also well known. It generates shorter-ranged repul
which partially cancels the effect of the OPEP tensor force w
increasing density and thus strengthens the saturation mechan
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~4!/2120~6!/$15.00
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nuclear matter saturation we may writeE/A.TN
(0)(r/r0)2/3

1Vp
(0)(r/r0)b1Vrest, where TN

(0)5(3/5)kF
2/2M.25 MeV

and the last term, which represents rest of the interac
energy, is taken to be nearly independent of density in
neighborhood ofr;r0 . Then the condition for saturation
requires

b3Vp
~0!;217 MeV. ~2!

In the case of the Bonn C potential we haveb3Vp
(0)

;215 MeV, which is close to the right-hand side of E
~2!. A very much smaller value forb3Vp

(0) would indicate
that the OPEP is not playing an important role in the satu
tion mechanism.

In a relativistic theory one must first specify the choice
the form of the pion-nucleon coupling: pseudovector,Lpv

5(gpNN/2M )c̄(x)g5gmtWc(x)•]mpW (x), or pseudoscalar
Lps5gpNNc̄(x) ig5tWpW (x)c(x). So far most of the published
relativistic calculations are based on the use ofLpv for the
simple reason that the problem of pair suppression is t
taken care of without special effort. In this paper we assu
that an effective hadronic Lagrangian using derivative c
pling is the proper choice for describing the pion-nucle
interaction.

The relativistic result for the contribution ofVp to the
deuteron, as obtained in the work of Hummel and Tjon@3#, is
^DuVpuD&5222 MeV. This leads one to expect an equa
important role of the pion in the relativistic treatment.
sharp contrast, this seems not to be the case in a relativ
treatment of nuclear matter. The saturation mechanism is
lieved to rest upon the strong attractive, scalar~S! and repul-
sive, vector~V! fields of the order of a few hundred MeV tha
are typical for relativistic theories@4–6# of nuclear matter.
These values are consistent with expectations based on
studies of scattering of;1 GeV protons by nuclei@7–9#. At
the same time, they are reproduced by a reasonable m
theoretical description of the nuclear force. The large sca
fields have far-reaching consequences in nuclear ma
through the strongly medium-modified nucleon massM*
5M1S. The saturation mechanism in a relativistic theo
arises from the decrease of magnitude of the scalar charg

n
h
m.
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PRC 58 2121ROLE OF THE TENSOR FORCE IN NUCLEAR MATTER . . .
a nucleon,gs(p)5gsNN*d3rū(pW )u(pW ), with increasing mo-
mentum, while the corresponding vector char
gvNN*d3ru†(pW )u(pW ) remains constant.2 Of course, it is the
only possible mechanism for saturation in a mean fi
theory ~MFT! like QHD @11,12#.

The radically different explanations of the saturati
mechanism in nonrelativistic and relativistic studies
nuclear matter constitute a puzzling issue. A valid nonre
tivistic treatment must reproduce the main physics of a va
relativistic treatment in leading order inv/c. Although the
issue is a long-standing one, no resolution of it has b
given up to date. In this paper we address this question
Dirac-Brueckner~DB! analysis@4,5# is at present the bes
tool we have for a relativistic study of nuclear matter. W
examine here the role of the OPEP, using pseudovector
pling, in the DB analysis and show that it is substantia
reduced due to relativity. Since the contribution of the OP
to the deuteron binding energy remains large in a relativi
d
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A
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treatment, the damping in nuclear matter must be due
many-body effects. We find that it can be attributed to t
decrease ofM* /M with increasing density.

Assuming that the nuclear matter is uniform in space a
constant in time with a given densityr, the baryon current is
given byBm5rum, with um5(0,1W ) being the unit vector in
the nuclear matter frame. Relativistic covariance implies t
the self-energy contribution of the nucleon with momentu
p can be characterized by

S5Ss2Sug•u2Svg•p. ~3!

The medium-modified mass of the nucleon is then given

M* 5~M1Ss!/~11Sv!.

The ground state binding energyE/A is given in terms of the
NN G matrix as
inciple
clear force
at due
E/A5M* S 3p2

2kF
3 D F8E

0

kF /M* d3p

~2p!3
@E~pW !2M* #

1
1

2(
~l,i !

E
0

kF /M* d3p1

~2p!3

1

E~pW 1!
E

0

kF /M* d3p2

~2p!3

1

E~pW 2!
^pW 1 ,l1 ,i 1 ;pW 2 ,l2 ,i 2uGupW 1 ,l1 ,i 1 ;pW 2 ,l2 ,i 2&G , ~4!

whereE(pW )5ApW 21M* 2. TheG matrix satisfies the Dirac-Bethe-Brueckner-Goldstone equation. Within a relativisticquasi-
potentialapproach it has, in theNN c.m. system, the form

^pW 8uḠupW &5^pW 8uV̄upW &1 (
r,l,i

E d3p9

~2p!3
^pW 8uV̄upW 9 &S̄2~p9!^pW 9uḠupW &, ~5!

where we sum over ther spin, helicities, and isospin and integrate over the relative momentapW 9 of allowed intermediate
states.

The quasipotential is a fairly complicated object. It involves summing over all irreducible graphs and containing in pr
also resonances in the intermediate state. In practice, one approximates this by a sum of OBEP’s to represent the nu
and fixes the parameters by fittingNN data. Through all of these the form of the OPEP remains exactly the same as th
to the original Lagrangian, since none of the higher order graphs will generate a term with a pole att5mp

2 .

The quantityS2 in Eq. ~5! is the two-nucleon Green function, including the Pauli-blocking operatorQ̄Pauli. Using a
Blankenbecler-Sugar-Logunov-Thavkhelidze prescriptionS̄2 has the form@13,14#

S̄2~ l 9!5
pM*

~11Sv!

@Efg02kWgW 1M* #@Efg01kWgW 1M* #

~E* 1Ef !
2~Ek* 2Ef2 i e!

Q̄Pauli, ~6!

with Ef5W0 /(11Sv) andW0
25(p11p2)2, W0 being the total invariant energy of the final state. Furthermore, in Eq.~5!, V̄

are the quasipotential matrix elements in Dirac space,

^pW 8uV̄upW &5M* 2@ ū~pW 8!l
18 ,r

18
~1!

ū~2pW 8!l
28 ,r

28
~2!

Vu~pW !l1 ,r1

~1! u~2pW !l2 ,r2

~2! #, ~7!

whereu’s are the positive and negative energy (r561/2) spinors for massM* fermions, satisfying

~rE* g02gW •pW 2M* !ul,r~pW !50, ~8!

with E* 5(pW 21M* 2)1/2.

2Actually the quark structure of the nucleon makes both charges density dependent@10# by small but interesting amounts.
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Using an angle-averaged Pauli-blocking operator we may see that the two-nucleon Green function has the app
form

S̄25
M* 2

E* 2~PW ,pW !2E* 2~PW ,kW !
'

1

~pW /M* !22~kW /M* !2
. ~9!

The last line of Eq.~9! shows the emergence of a new scale in the problem, viz.,M* . The contributions of intermediate state
of relative momentumpW to second- and higher-order terms in an expansion of the right hand side of Eq.~5! will be suppressed
asp/M* increases. The effect is best seen by introducing dimensionless momental i5pi /M* . Then the expression forE/A
becomes

E/A5M* S 3p2

2k̄F
3 D F8E

0

kF /M* d3l

~2p!3
@Ē~ lW !21#

1
1

2(
~l,i !

E
0

kF /M* d3l 1

~2p!3

1

Ē~ lW1!
E

0

kF /M* d3l 2

~2p!3

1

Ē~ lW2!
^ lW1 ,l1 ,i 1 ; lW2 ,l2 ,i 2uḠu lW1 ,l1 ,i 1 ; lW2 ,l2 ,i 2&G , ~10!

whereĒ( lW)5AlW211.
Interdependence of the nucleon self-energy and theG matrix, for a fixed given nuclear matter density, requires s

consistency in solving the DB equations. As stated earlier, theNN quasipotential is taken to be given by the relativis
one-boson-exchange~OBE! model withp, r, v, s, d, andh mesons. We also remind the reader that we use deriva
coupling for the pion. We do the same forh. We have, ignoring the isospin factors, for the scalar, vector, and pseudos
meson exchanges in nuclear matter

^pW 8uVsupW &52gs
2 @ ū~pW 8!u~pW !#~1!@ ū~2pW 8!u~2pW !#~2!

~pW 82pW !21ms
2

52
1

M* 2
gs

2@ ū~ lW8!u~ lW !#~1!@ ū~2 lW8!u~2 lW !#~2!

~ lW82 lW !21~ms /M* !2
, ~11!

^pW 8uVv,rupW &5gV
2F ū~pW 8!H gm1 i

f V

2M
smn~p82p!nJ u~pW !G ~1! 1

~pW 82pW !21mV
2F ū~2pW 8!H gm2 i

f V

2M
smn~p82p!nJ u~2pW !G ~2!

5
1

M* 2
gV

2F ū~ lW8!H gm1 i
f V

2

M*

M
smn~ l 82 l !nJ u~ lW !G ~1! 1

~ lW82 lW !21~mV /M* !2

3F ū~2 lW8!H gm2 i
f V

M

M*

M
smn~ l 82 l !nJ u~2 lW !G ~2!

, ~12!

^pW 8uVPupW &52S gP

2M D 2

@ ū~pW 8!g5~p” 82p” !u~pW !#~1!
1

~pW 82pW !21mP
2 @ ū~2pW 8!g5~ ł 82 ł !u~2pW !#~2!

52S M*

M D 2 1

M* 2S gP

2 D 2

@ ū~ lW8!g5~ ł 82 ł !u~pW !#~1!
1

~ lW82 lW !21~mP /M* !2
@ ū~2 lW8!g5~ ł 82 ł !u~2 lW !#~2!. ~13!
s
m
o

rd

nt in
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We will assume that the possible density dependence
meson-nucleon couplings and meson masses@10# can be ne-
glected in the present context.

As can be seen from Eqs.~11!–~13! the corresponding
matrix elements of the tensor force have two extra power
momentum in the numerator compared to other potential
trix elements. After scaling, these result in extra factors
(M* /M )2. Thus the contributions of thep, h, and the Pauli
coupling of the vector mesons to second- and higher-o
of

of
a-
f

er

terms of Eq.~5! are suppressed by powers ofM* /M .3 So
with increasing density and, therefore, with decreasingM*
these matrix elements have suppression factors not prese
other matrix elements generated by exchanges of even p
mesons likes and the time components ofv. We should

3These couplings have only minor contributions in the first ord
coming entirely from the Fock term.
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expect that the tensor forces will play a less important role
a relativistic theory.

Given the solutions of theG matrix the binding energy
can be obtained using Eq.~4!. The contributions of the vari-
ous meson-exchange potentials to the binding energy ca
calculated using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem

^NMuVauNM&5gaNN
2 ]

] gaNN
2 ~E/A!. ~14!

In a DB calculation with the interactions of Ref.@5# we find,
for the scalar field,

SDB52306~r/r0!0.81 MeV ~15!

and, for the vector field,

VDB5233~r/r0!0.97 MeV. ~16!

This reduction in the rate of increase of the strength oS
compared to the increase ofV with increasing density is the
saturation mechanism in the DB analysis.

In a MFT the vector field and the scalar field arise fro
the exchange of thev and thes meson@11,12#. The relevant
equations for the fields are

VMFT5r
gvNN

2

mv
2

, ~17!

SMFT5rq̄s

gsNN
2

ms
2

, ~18!

where the average scalar chargeq̄s is given by

q̄s5
3

4pkK
3 E0

kF
d3p

M*

E* ~pW !
~19!

and

M* 5M1S, ~20!

E* ~pW !5AM* 21pW 2. ~21!

The energy functional is

E/A5
3

5

kF
2

2M*
1

1

2
V1

1

2
q̄sS. ~22!

Equations~17!–~22! are solved self-consistently to obtain th
results for MFT treatment of nuclear matter. Using the int
action of Ref.@5# we obtain

SMFT52358~r/r0!0.92 MeV, ~23!

VMFT5295~r/r0! MeV. ~24!

The reduced rate of increase ofSMFT with increasingr is
entirely due to the decrease of scalar charge of the nucl

In a DB study, the ladders include exchanges of ot
mesons and they contribute to bothSandV. As a result there
are significant differences in both the magnitude and den
n

be

-

n.
r

ty

dependence ofS and V in the two treatments. Thus whe
ladders are summed the saturation mechanism need no
exclusively due tos exchange.

We find for the pion contribution toE/A

^NMuVpuNM& relativistic5Vp
~0!~r/r0!b;220~r/r0!0.16 MeV.

~25!

We note that in this particular relativistic calculation th
product b3Vp

(0)523.2 MeV, far short of the estimate
value of217 MeV required for saturation and quoted in E
~2!. Another interaction model and different treatment m
lead to different values ofb and Vp

(0) . But the product is
likely to remain small.

Thus we find that the pion contribution and its role in t
saturation mechanism are considerably suppressed comp
to the corresponding results, given by Eq.~1!, for the non-
relativistic case. Subsequent discussions will make clear
the suppression of the OPEP is generic and not particula
the present calculation. The fact that the OPEP has on
minor role in the saturation mechanism is illustrated furth
by Fig. 1 where we plot our calculated results ofE/A ~curve
a! and E/A2^NMuvpuNM&217 MeV ~curve b!. The two
curves have practically the same density dependence, ve
ing that the OPEP contributes little to the saturation mec
nism. The subtraction of 17 MeV in curve b makes the sc
more compact.

The above results can be understood qualitatively by
amining the second-order contributions to theG matrix.
Keeping only the positive energyM* state contributions in
the intermediate states we have, in terms of the dimens
less momenta,

^ lW8uḠu lW &5^ lW8uV̄u lW &1(
l,i

E d3l 9

~2p!3
^ lW8uVu lW9 &

3
Q̄Pauli

W̄02LW 82/42 lW9 2
^ lW9uV̄u lW &, ~26!

FIG. 1. Plots of the Dirac-Brueckner predictions ofE/A ~curve
a! andE/A2^NMuvpuNM&217 MeV ~curve b!.
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whereW̄05W0 /M* andLW 5(pW 11pW 2)/M* . The tensor force
contributes mainly to the second term of Eq.~26!. It has the
form

^ lW8uV̄pu lW&52S gpNN

2 D 4S M*

M D 4

@ ū~ lW !g5~ ł 82 ł !u~ lW !#~1!

3
1

~ lW82 lW !21m̄p
2 @ ū~2 lW8!g5~ ł 82 ł !u~2 lW !#~2!,

~27!

where u’s are the positive energy spinors. Similar to t
nonrelativistic case the second-order pion contribution
density dependent because of the Pauli blocking. Howe
as mentioned earlier and now exhibited in Eq.~27!, the ef-
fective coupling of the pion to the nucleon in the relativis
case is suppressed by a factor ofM* /M when the expres-
sions are written in terms of dimensionless variables.

TheM* /M suppresssion is corroborated in more detail
the following calculation. Let us modify theSobtained from
the self-consistent DB calculation by multiplying it by th
factor a<1, thus generating a modifiedM* 5M1aS. By
using the modified scalar self-energy in the nucleon pro
gators we recalculate first theG matrices and thenE/A and
finally ^NMuVpuNM& using Eq.~14!. Only thea51 analysis
is self-consistent; others are not. But such a calculatio
particularly suitable to exhibit the role ofM* /M on the
OPEP contribution. Figure 2 exhibits clearly the dampi
due to decreasingM* /M . We stress that the mechanism
damping is generic to any relativistic treatment using
derivative-coupled pion and not particular to either inter
tion of Ref. @5# or the use of the prescription of Ref.@13#.

We want to be careful that the present work not be int
preted as providing support for MFT. As shown in Fig. 3, f

FIG. 2. Plots of̂ NMuVpuNM& with the parameters of Ref.@5#.
In the G-matrix calculationsS is replaced byaS. The plots are for
a50, 0.5, and 1.0. The last one is the result of a DB self-consis
calculation. The other two are not self-consistent.
s
r,

y

-

is

a
-

-

the same interaction the strengths of the scalar and ve
fields found in the MFT treatment are distinctly differe
from the predictions of DB calculations. Undoubtedly, if on
releases oneself from the constraint of fittingNN data and
freely chooses theNN interaction one can obtain prope
binding and saturation of nuclear matter with a MFT calc
lation.

All published relativistic studies to date of nuclear mat
have been based on using the pseudovector pion-nucleo
teraction. We must point out that our results are also ba
on this. Unfortunately there is no study of nuclear mat
using a pseudoscalar coupling. We prefer not to specu
about the possible outcome of such a calculation.

In conclusion, the results presented in this paper are
first explicit calculations showing that in a relativistic trea
ment the tensor force contributions are reduced in size
nuclear matter. Because of this, in complete contrast to
nonrelativistic situation, they cease to play an essential
in the saturation mechanism. The reduction of the ten
force contributions is principally due to the relativist
M* /M effect. But even the reduced role of the OPEP is n
negligible in the actual saturation properties of nuclear m
ter. As noted, it contributes220 MeV to E/A. The domi-
nant mechanism of the saturation of nuclear matter is b
cally very different in the two approaches. In th
nonrelativistic approach it is mainly the density-depend
reduction due to Pauli blocking of the second- and high
order contributions of tensor forces, while in the relativis
approach it is mainly the reduction of the rate of growth w
increasingr of the attraction from the scalar field relative
the growth of repulsion from the vector field.

This work was supported in part by DOE Grant No. DO
FG02-93ER-40762. One of us~M.K.B.! thanks the col-
leagues at the IKP, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich, for their hos-
pitality and the A. v. Humboldt Foundation. We thank
Gruemmer for making his nuclear many-body program av
able to us.
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FIG. 3. Plots ofE/A with the quasipotential of Ref.@5# from a
Dirac-Brueckner and a MFT calculation using Eqs.~17!–~22!.
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